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Background of Assumptions for the Theses to Follow

• Science and human experiences tell us that we have to change our
goals and means of social and economic development

• This change will have to be structural and paradigmatic

• Actors from all sectors need to coordinate incremental but decisive
change

• Binding rules and transparent indicators are key means for this
collaboration

•  A compelling vision and trust can turn these means into a surge
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Thesis 1: Worldviews, Habits, Institutions Frame Our Reality

“Men make their own history, but they do not make it just as they
please; the do not make it under circumstance chosen by
themselves, but under circumstances directly encountered, given and
transmitted from the past. The tradition of all the dead generations
weighs like a nightmare on the brain of the living.”*

Circumstances include:
• Convictions, knowledge and science
• Values, norms and habits
• Roles, rules of interaction in institutions
• Public laws and jurisdiction

* Karl Marx: www.goodreads.com/quotes/show/114782
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Thesis 2: We Live With An Economic-Technocratic Nexus

The current circumstances are determined by a very dominant
economic ideology and its institutional fixation on all levels of
governance. Its rationale, standards of knowledge and rule-definition
lead to a de-politicisation of the discourse, hiding real-life concerns
behind abstract numbers, equations and self-referencing concepts in
rule development.*

Expressions of this nexus:
– Gross Domestic Product “Fetish”
– Market prices the prevalent expression of “having value”
– Money being equated will wealth and wellbeing
– Ubiquitous cost-benefit calculations
–  Economics considered as objective, value-free “hard science”

* Morten Boas, Desmond McNeill, Global Institutions and Development: Framing the World?, 2004
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Thesis 3: Each Nexus Holds Structural Power and Interest

Each system in place will be biased and more in line with some
peoples’ or groups’ convictions and interests than with others. It is
important to acknowledge these biases and reduce their scope to
improve freedom and wellbeing for all. Privileges should be
connected with responsibilities.

Examples of structural power:
– Limits to airwaves in private market-based media
– Limits to wage negotiations in dependent employment conditions
– Limits to start new businesses in oligopolistic market structures
– Limits to long-term benefit investments
– Limits to radicalism in private market-based research
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Thesis 4: We need Trust in a System of Mistrust

With trust almost everything is possible - without it, almost nothing

• Trust in:
–The vision of a good life for all
–The measures proposed to get there
–The capacity of actors to live up to their responsibility

Our current culture champions myopic selfishness and mistrust

• Trust is:
–A sign of naivety
–Unrealistic
–Unaffordable in “the winner takes it all” competitions
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Thesis 5: Creating Trust Means Changing the Frame

For a paradigm shift in thinking, researching, producing, trading,
consuming and regulating our societies we need to break free from
the limiting nexus. It may be best to go back to basics, re-assessing
what we actually need to lead lives of wellbeing on one healthy
planet. GDP and economic “growth” can only be a servant of this.

Questions on how to change the frame:
– Which concepts in our “normal” conduct of affairs should receive a

myth-busting public reassessment and by whom?
– Which kind of research needs to be supported and how to we prevent

frame-affirming evaluation schemes?
– Which coalitions are important so that empowering thinking results in

creative and decided doing?
– Which kind of communication serves to expose the real-life effects of

economic and political decision-making widely?
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Thesis 6: Indicators Can Help Build the New Frame

“Indicators arise from values (we measure what we care about), and
they create values (we care about what we measure). ... The choice
of indicators is a critical determinant of the behaviour of a system.”*

Potentials of well-designed and communicated indicators:
– Express the small steps towards the big vision
– Serve as common reference point and milestones
– Connect real-life experiences with macro-policies
– Coordinate complementary yet diversified change
– Provide accountability for all actors
– Create trust through transparency

* Donella Meadows, Indicators and Information Systems for Sustainable Development, 1998
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Thesis 7: Think-Tanks Can Help as Pro-Active Visionaries

Think-tanks have the image of being independent experts and should
try to live up to it. History shows that think-tanks played a crucial role
in paradigmatic changes of the models of economics and policy-
making. Crucial is a belief-creating conduct of providing non-partisan
expertise and its pro-active promotion.*

Strategic potentials of think-tank engagement:
– Create an expert consensus on future-proof progress and wellbeing for

all before even starting a public debate.
– Provide evidence-based and publicly understandable information with

relevance to a public debate between different political opinions.
– Use the “brand” of not having a hidden agenda for transparent

dissemination and discussion of researched human experiences in
comparison to promised results.

* Christoph Scherrer, Globalisierung Wider Willen?, 1999
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Summary of Core Ingredients for the Paradigm Shift

• Passion for the vision of wellbeing for all
• Open, participatory dialogue to cultivate the vision
• Compassionate engagement with fear of loosing privileges

• Trans-disciplinary, out of the box, believable expertise
• Eye-level, pluralist expert dialogue
• Easy-to understand information and education on all levels

• Transparent disclosure of information and challenges
• Honest addressing of structural power
• Quick, incremental, accountable change of the rules of the game
• Tangible changes in the quality of life through new solutions
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Key Questions for Debate
• How do we create space for an open, constructive and solutions-

oriented debate engaging diverse opinions on the way forward?

• How do we create an environment and culture of eye-level learning,
avoiding that anyone changing his or her opinion feels they loose
face?

• How do we implement avantgarde solutions and protect or even
upscale them once they show success?

• Which level of governance is the most promising to start change and
show the new paradigm works?



Thank You For Your Attention!
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